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WheJ:e. Beards are Honourable

THE COUNTRY THAT HOLDS ONE-FIFTH OF THE HUMAN RACE
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This map of Greater China tells you why it is that 336 millions of her population are crowded down into the south-eastern
pocket of China proper, while only 24 millions occupy · the vast stretches of Mongolia, Manchuria, Sinkiang, and Tibet.
For the latter are mostly high and waterless wastes, while the terr~tory to the east of those central mountains is exceedingly fertile and crossed ·b y many streams both great and small.

they can it is considered very honourable. It is
also fashionable to let the finger-nails grow very
long. Sometimes they protect these nails with
a sort of case not unlike a pencil-case.

are about 30 people. But in China proper,
even in the hlghlands, every square mile has
nearly 80 people ; in the lowlands every mile
has 300 to 400, while Shantung has nearly 500.'
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People Who Wear Many Coats

Women Who Cannot Walk

Fuel is very scarce, since nearly all the trees
in China were cut down centuries ago, and the
vast coal deposits are almost unworked. As a
result the houses are not heated in winter, and
the people must wear many coats one on top
of another. Thus the Chinese speak of a
"three-coat cold day." The poor people dress
in cotton, usually blue: and the upper classes
in silk.
The people belong to the Mongolian race.
Their skins are of a bronze or yellow coloursometimes almost white, sometimes yellow, and
sometimes, especially in the south, almost brown.
Their hair is jet black, stiff, and always straight.
The men can seldom raise a beard, though when

For centuries the upper-class Chinese bound
the feet of their little girls so tightly, from the
time they were five or six years old, that they
ceased to grow, and the toes curled under and
the bones were distorted. As a result, ma.ny
upper-class women "\vaJJt Qn mere stumps of
feet and are practically helpless. Some of them
cannot walk at all. This custom seemed barbarous to Europe?.~ns and the more modern
Chine~e, and an " Anti-Foot-Binding I.Jeague ~'
was formed whjch h.as made progress since 1900
in stopping the prac-tice.
Since the overthrow of the ~ianchu dynasty,
many men have cut off their queues or pigtails:
which were originally worn as a sign of submis-
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